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press had relegated Spanish affairs to a back page, and
the Foreign Office was clearly convinced that the insur-
gent victory which they had expected for so long could
not be delayed.
The attack on Teruel proved to be only a successful
raid which deferred for a time the main winter offensive.
The new year was to see a fresh series of combinations
abroad in which England was to come out more openly
on the side of the Italians, and the dice were loaded far
more heavily on the side of the invaders. This will be
discussed in the next chapter. For the moment we
must note that Teruel marked the end of a phase. It
proved that the Republicans had built up a moderately
efficient army, capable of taking the offensive, but it
was still very poorly armed, and especially weak in its
air forces. Any plans which the Germans or Italians
may have had would obviously have to include preparing
for a longish war in which the Spanish Government
would be unlikely to collapse suddenly. The Italian
party in England were taught the same lesson, and Temel
had a definite effect on English politics. It was a factor
in the series of events which have marked the beginning
of 1938, the resignations of Mr. Eden and Lord Cran-
borne, the Anglo-Italian pact, and the seizure of Austria
by Germany. For the moment it was a setback to Italy.
Once more it would seem that Signor Mussolini, while
advancing from one easy diplomatic triumph to another,
had been held up by the inadequacy of his troops in the
field. Again he had been unable to sweep the board.
As in November, 1936, as in March of the following
year, he had to consider whether to increase the stakes,
to throw more troops into Spain, become more trucu-
lent towards France and England, and to organize his
country still more completely as a fighting unit. If he

